
 

 

   Castles…and all things medieval. 
 A Children’s Guide to Oakham 

Castle 

‘Lazy Lords 

and Poor Old 

Peasants!’  
Discounted rate for schools of  

£1 per copy (normally £2.99). 

 
Written by Emma Metcalfe, reputed children’s guide author, ‘Lazy Lords and Poor Old 

Peasants’ charts the story of the Oakham Castle from the time of the Anglo Saxons to the 

end of the Middle Ages. Follow this link to see a few of the pages from our guide on Emma’s 

website: 

http://www.emillustration.co.uk/medieval-middle-ages-illustrations-portfolio-of-childrens-

historical-illustrator-emma-metcalfe.html 

 

http://www.emillustration.co.uk/medieval-middle-ages-illustrations-portfolio-of-childrens-historical-illustrator-emma-metcalfe.html
http://www.emillustration.co.uk/medieval-middle-ages-illustrations-portfolio-of-childrens-historical-illustrator-emma-metcalfe.html


 

 

CONTENT 

 

The 20-page guide covers all things medieval: 

Anglo - Saxons 

 The Battle of Hastings  

the Norman invasion 

motte and bailey castles 

the feudal system basics 

food and manners at medieval feasts 

a career manual for knights and ladies 

hobbies and pastimes  

crime and punishment  

Oakham Castle’s unique horseshoe tradition  

 

 

The tone is comic, the writing is succinct. Emma packs lots of fun facts on each page. The 

team at Oakham Castle were delighted with the amount of topics that Emma fitted into a 

relatively short guide. The language is appropriate for primary age readers. 

As well as lots of very useful facts about living in medieval castle, Lazy Lords and Poor Old 

Peasants also has 14 activities for children to engage with.  One relies on the children being 

in the castle but the rest are quizzes, puzzles and drawing activities that can be completed 

before or after a visit. 

If you are coming to visit at the start of your topic this guide is perfect to take away to 

consolidate learning. 

If you are visiting later in the term, reading the book as a class reader with younger children 

is certain to spark discussion and curiosity and could be a starting point for lesson planning 

in history, literacy, geography or art. For older children, whose reading is relatively fluent, a 

copy each to read in class or at home and some fun homework to complete the puzzles and 

games, might be just the thing to ignite their interest. 

When the children arrive, having studied the guide, they can look out for the features 

mentioned and find the carved figures in one of the games in the guide. 

 

 


